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HHHey BMPH3,
It’s been 4 months since the current Mismanagement took over and so far there’s been trails,
beers, entertainment plus nobody died so I guess it’s hash business as usual or is it really?
* All hands on deck!: 12 helpers volunteered (twice for Scoobidua and Cuming Slowly), mostly
just-in-time, to feed us every summer Sunday with a picnic sponsored by Hash Ca$h. Thanks!
Now we are looking for volunteers to hare trails and play BeerMeister du Jour as of 24 September
so please contact Hash Lash to offer your services and collect hash credits. Which brings us to …
* Dirty Harry, the new way to deal with beer,
has now started thanks to Just Peter (who really
needs a hash handle, come on RA’s). With its
simplified logistics - 1 big and 1 small coolers,
no table, no down down vessels - any hasher
with a 4-seater car can do the job. Higgins,
Master of OCD, has compiled a shopping list
and a short briefing ready to be sent to any
hasher “brave” enough to give it a try.
Congratulations to Nut Bitch, our second
volunteer who will officiate in October.
* Long trail or short trail, that’s the question! H.A.L.T. (Hashers Against Long Trails) completed an
audit of our recent outings and noted that while compliance to BMPH3 trail guidelines are usually
met trails on occasion might only offer long-ish options. Hares are therefore kindly reminded to
take into account all levels of fitness (or lack thereof) by offering three options: 5km for walkers,
7km for chicken and 10+km for bulls.
* On Inn: with the picnic season wrapping up and temperatures due to inevitably fall it’s time to
th*nk about indoor places for food and social drinking once the circle is over. Hares are therefore
advised to check for a restaurant/snack/private place near the venue (preferred option) that would
welcome our business for an 18:00 seating, with a menu offering a main + 1 beer/wine for €15-20.
The closer to the circle location, the most likely to have a sizeable crowd.
If the hash venue has no such place please select a Brussels-based location near public transport.
Recommended places and more info can be found on our website.
* Belgian Nash Hash: keeping up with the tradition since the year 2001 we’ll be invading yet
another city, this time Hasselt by taking over the 100 beds of Hostel H (opened April 2015) during
BMPH3 birthday weekend of 13-15 April 2018. Registration will hashficially open on October 1st
but look in your mailbox on September 27th for a BMPH3 members only head start. Event price
remains the same since 2015 with fees between €160 and €190 although this time there won’t be
any goodie bag included and payment dates will be strictly enforced (20% drop out last year).
On On to the Alternative Médoc!
Higgins, BMPH3 GM
We never run ... Out of beer!

